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Purpose 
This document summarises what UQ staff need to know about the removal of the 'IP exemption' that 
previously applied under section 51(3) of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) (CCA).  The 
exemption was removed on and from 13 September 2019. 

It is general guidance provided to assist UQ staff and does not constitute legal advice. 

What was the IP exemption ? 
Section 51(3) previously provided an exemption for conditional licensing or assignments of particular 
intellectual property (IP) rights, such as patents, registered designs, trademarks and copyright, from most 
anti-competitive conduct prohibitions in the CCA. 

The exemption only applied to restrictive trade practices in Part IV of the CCA, which includes prohibitions 
on exclusive dealing, cartel conduct, prohibited arrangements and concerted practices that have the 
purpose of substantially lessening competition in a relevant market.  However, the exemption did not cover 
the prohibitions on misuse of market power. 

What are the implications of it being repealed ? 
The removal of the IP exemption has retrospective application, meaning that UQ is now exposed to liability 
under the full array of anti-competitive conduct prohibitions for all IP-related arrangements entered into 
before and after that date.  It is therefore essential that all IP arrangements are reviewed to ensure that 
they are fully compliant with the CCA. 

Types of arrangements that need to be reviewed 
Although there are a number of ways in which IP agreements can contravene competition laws, the 
following types of conditions are of particular concern: 

1. 'Grant-back' obligations - provisions that require an exclusive license back to UQ of any 
improvements generated through a licensee's use of UQ’s IP. 

2. Settlement of IP disputes - any restrictive licence conditions, pay-for-delay arrangements or anti- 
competition agreements entered into in the settlement of IP disputes need to be carefully reviewed 
to ensure they do not contravene the CCA. 

3. Cross – licensing – an agreement between two parties where each party grants a licence to their 
respective IP rights to the other could breach the cartel provisions in certain circumstances (e.g. 
market sharing between competitors). 

4. Exclusive licence or assignment of IP - conduct which constitutes exclusive dealing is prohibited 
if the conduct meets the substantial lessening of competition test.
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Penalties for non-compliance 
Although the precise scope or effect of the IP exemption in practice was never certain, the repeal is a 
material consideration for UQ, as the penalties imposed for non-compliance with the CCA are substantial. 

The maximum penalties for competition law breaches are the greater of: 

• $10 million; 

• 3 x the value of the benefit obtained from the contravening arrangement; or 

• 10% of UQ’s annual turnover, if the benefit obtained from the contravention cannot be precisely 
calculated; and 

• contravention of the cartel conduct provisions in particular can even attract jail time. 

These penalties apply per contravention and would be in addition to the significant reputational damage 
UQ would suffer. 

More information 
If you have any questions or require more information, please direct your enquiry to Research Legal as 
follows: 

P: (07) 3365 8587 

E: LegalAdmin@research.uq.edu.au 

W: https://legalservices.app.uq.edu.au/ 
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